In the Westmont College Assembly
September 20\textsuperscript{th}, 2019
\textit{Jeremiah Stagel, Ocean View and Off-Campus Senator}
\textit{Nolan Anderson, President}

Section 1. Title
1. \textit{Visibility Act of 2019 - 2020}

Section 2. Statement of Purpose
1. This bill will provide up to $480.00 for the purchase of sweatshirts approximately $30.00 a piece for the entire team including Angela D’Amour and Kasey Miller. This will allow the Westmont College Student Association to be a more visible part of the community and bring Student Government up to the same level of swag as other student organizations.

Section 3. Statement of Policy
1. Up to a total of $480.00 will be appropriated for the enactment of this bill due to reasons and purpose stated above.

Section 4. Enactment
1. Upon the approval and passage of this bill, the Westmont College Student Association by means of Business Manager Ashley Masso will be directed to transfer up to the amount of $480.00 to Senator Stagel for the purchase of sweatshirts.